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Abstract: In cloud computing, user commonly outsources their data to the cloud service provider. This leads to bigger issues in the
cloud settings. Attribute based cipher text is the best method to tackle the problem. However the management cost and encryption size is
much higher to access control policy. The outsourced attribute based cipher data with fine grained access control system can mostly
decrease the management cost for users who want to access cipher text data stored in cloud by outsourcing the deep reckoning to cloud
service provider (CSP). The quantity of encrypted files stored in cloud becomes high range in size which makes obstruct the consequent
query processing. To contract with above issues a new scheme is introduced which cryptographic primitive is called attribute-based
cipher text scheme with outsourcing key-issuing and outsourcing decryption, which can implement keyword search function. The
proposed EOCA-KGF scheme is proved secure against searched decryption attack. Partial decryption is performed by CSP delegated by
data user without knowing anything about the decoded form. Moreover, the CSP can carry out cipher keyword search without knowing
about the keywords entrenched in trapdoor. This paper extending the trust authority zone for cloud consideration. The secret key is sent
to the user mail from authorized party. Data owner verified the user and then by using the key, data is decrypted in confidential
manner. Symmetric key and secret keyword in unknown format is sends for user authentication from data owner.

Keywords- attribute-based cipher text policy; cloud computing; outsourced key-issuing; outsourced decryption; keyword search,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the key of IT exhortation. Although the meaning of cloud is still “cloudy” sinuously it is data center.
Perhaps the simplest operational definition of cloud computing is “being able to access files, data, programs and 3rd party
services” from a Web browser via the Internet that are hosted by a 3rd party provider and “pay-per-use” method is followed.
The name comes from the common use of a cloud-shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it contains
in system diagrams.
Past-several years cloud security is the effective topic in an enterprise, researchers, and for providers. Security keeps high
concern and mind blowing thinking too, here some key capabilities task is performed to migration between global cloud
service providers.
A.

Our Work:

In the Proposed system, we organically integrate EOCA-KGF and present a novel cryptographic paradigm called Enhanced
outsourcing cloud attribute based cryptosystem with key generating factor for cloud storage. In our system, User sends the
confidential data to the cloud system. Before sending, the data will be encrypted using attribute set and indexes will be
created for the data such as keywords. If any user wants to view the data, they have to decrypt the attribute set if they have
necessary permission in place. Consider the user looking for the word "Cyber”, data related to the keyword "Cyber" will be
displayed according to the user's permission. User has to choose the one intended to download.
Advantages:
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It is efficient since we will download only the decrypted content for the searched keyword. Secure and Time Consuming
since it is shared with cloud system. Computed cost will be minimized and Trust worthy. We are using Keyword search
which is the best way for search, security and privacy.
Allocating Cloud Service to the user is based on the trust of the user and its relationship. Anonymization is the best method
for cloud computing. Its shows only key information and protect confidential data. Privacy is maintained but at the same time
we can view the data in secured manner.
In available system, Encrypted data is done by EOCA-KGF and store it as confidential into the server even though it is not
authenticated. Unknown user can also share the data and it might leak the decryption method. The respective crypting
technique has to be done on both server and client side which result in cost and time.
B.

RELATED WORK:

As per our knowledge, there is no current solution is more efficient than our proposed design. Below is the brief description
of appropriate techniques.
In the existing technology "KSF-OABE" ensures data in the encrypted format and ensures confidentiality irrespective the
destination server is not genuine and ensures privacy with complete file server. In the existing system, there is no
Verifiability.
1) Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search
D. Boneh,G.D. Cirescenzo, R. Ostrovsky and G. Persiano
We study the problem of searching on data that is encrypted using a public key system. Consider user A, who sends email to
user B encrypted under user A’s public key. An email gateway wants to test whether the email contains the keyword “entity”
so that it could route the email accordingly. User A, on the other hand does not wish to give the gateway the ability to decrypt
all those messages. We define and
built a mechanism that enables user A to provide a key to the gateway that enables the gateway to test whether the word
“entity” is a keyword in the email without reading anything else about the email. We refer to this mechanism as Public Key
Encryption with keyword Search. As another example, consider a mail server that stores various messages publicly encrypted
for user A by others. Using our mechanism user A can send the mail server a key that will enable the server to identify all
messages containing some specific keyword, but nothing else to know. We describe the proposal of public key encryption
with keyword search and give several constructions.
2) Public-Key Encryption with Fuzzy Keyword Search: A Provably Secure Scheme under Keyword Guessing Attack
P.Xu, H.Jin, Q.H.Wu, and W.Wang
The public-key encryption with keyword search (PEKS) is to be drawn lot of client interest which keeps public key encrypted
documents flexible to secure keyword search. However, PEKS oppose against keyword guessing attack by guessing that the
size of the keyword space is beyond the polynomial level. But this option is hopeless in practice. PEKS are insecure under
keyword guessing attack. As we observe, to avoid the availability of the exact search trapdoor to adversaries is to defend such
attack by make use of the key. Accordingly, we are finding the middle ground exactness of search trapdoor by mapping at
least two different keywords into a fuzzy search trapdoor. We suggest here a novel concept of public-key encryption with
fuzzy keyword search (PEFKS), by which the un-authorized server only obtains the fuzzy search trapdoor instead of the
accurate search trapdoor, and chosen keyword attack (SS-CKA) defines under semantic security and in distinguish ability of
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keywords under non-adaptively chosen keywords and keyword guessing attack (IK-NCK-KGA). For the keyword space
presence and absence of uniform distribution, we respectively present two universal transformations from anonymous
identity-based encryption to PEFKS, and prove their SSCKA and IK-NCK-KGA securities. To our sound knowledge,
PEFKS is the first scheme to defy against keyword guessing attack on condition that the keyword space is not higher than the
polynomial level.
3) Attribute-Based Encryption for Fine-Grained Access Control of Encrypted Data
V. Goyal, O. Pandey, A. Sahai, and B. Waters
The data is to be encrypted which is stored in third-party sites via the hosted environment, since all the information is more
sensitive. While encrypting the data it shares the coarse-grained level (i.e. providing private key to another party). A new
cryptosystem is implemented for fine-grained sharing of encrypted data is said to be Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
(KP-ABE). The user is capable to decrypt in the specified cryptosystem, cipher text constructed with set of attribute and
private keys are controlled and maintained with access structures. Moreover the sharing of audit-log information and
broadcast encryption are demonstrated. It supports the private key delegation which represents the (HIBE) Hierarchical
Identity-Based Encryption.
4. Twin Clouds Architecture
Bugiel et al
The two-tier architecture consist the twin cloud for arbitrary computations for an untrusted commodity cloud and outsourcing
the data. Based on the twin clouds architecture, originally consider to address the privacy-preserving keyword search problem
similarly supporting fine-grained access control through encrypted data in public cloud. However the adversary model is less
strong. Especially the private cloud is required to be completely trusted, but here semi-trusted is tasked in our schemes.
5. Symmetric Searchable Encryption
Curtmola et al
Under the prescribed two-layered encryption, the specified keyword encrypted independently. User stores the data in
unknown format to the semi-trusted server. Then search with a certain keyword. Additionally, bloom filter is introduced to
construct secure indexes to search keyword ,it allow the server to find the file in hosted environment under specified keyword
and it only decrypt the partial file. A previous method of SSE was provide the security notions and index approach were
introduced an array and look-up table construct for the complete file collection. Each and every entry of the array reposed the
encryption file via the file identifier set organized by certain keyword, to locate and decrypt the appropriate element from
array the look-up table assist to further concern.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN
The system architecture EOCA-KGF for cloud storage:
The major purpose is to defend the information from CSP and to guard the safety as well as confidentiality of user’s concern
all the way through creating a trapdoor for encrypted keyword.
It is important to note that the user searching a lot online which is saved in the form of cookies. The cookies log the searched
keywords.
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Most of the applications use complicated technology to safe guard the data encryption. This type of latest public-key
cryptographic primitive permits us to execute access method files which are encrypted by keyword search.
There are two types of ABE methods, namely KP-ABE (key-policy ABE) and CP-ABE (cipher text-policy ABE) are
projected. In KP-ABE method, every cipher text is linked to a set of keywords, and every user’s confidential key is linked
with access guidelines for attributes. A consumer is capable to decrypt the text if is linked to the cipher text satisfy the policy
connected with the user’s confidential key.
Below are the some terms using in crypto system:
Plain text—an unencrypted format
Cipher text—an encrypted format
Cryptology—the art of secure communications Symmetric Encryption—encryption technique that uses one key to encrypt
and decrypt
Asymmetric Encryption—encryption method that uses two keys: if you encrypt with one you may decrypt with the other key.
Hash Function—one-way encryption method using an algorithm and no more keys.
Fig 1: System model
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Trusted Authority (TA):
TA is the characteristic authority hub, which is answerable for the declaration of system parameters, and the creation of
attribute keys & trapdoor.
Cloud Service Provider:
KG-CSP (Key Generation Cloud Service Provider): It is an applicant that provisions computing service outsourcing for
Trusted Authority by finishing the generation of costly key allocated by Trusted Authority.
D-CSP (Decryption-Cloud Service Provider): It is an applicant that provisions computing service outsourcing throughout
accomplishing partial cipher text decryption and service of keyword search on the partially decrypted cipher texts.
S-CSP (Storage-Cloud Service Provider): It is an applicant that provisions outsourcing information storage space for user
wants to share the data in the cloud system.
DO - Data Owner:
This is an applicant who intends to upload and share his information files on the storage of cloud system in a protected way.
Encrypted cipher text will be send to the requested users whose access method will be fulfilled by cipher texts. The
accountability of Data Owner is to create indexes for keywords and uploads the encrypted data with indexes.
DU - Data User:
This is an applicant who decrypts the data back and stored in Storage-Cloud Service Provider with the assistance of D- Cloud
Service Provider. If Data user meets the access structures then is able to access the encrypted data and retrieve the original
files. Data user downloads proposed cipher text with the assistance of trapdoor linked with keyword. Data user is answerable
for selecting keywords to generate trapdoor, and data decryption.
Trapdoor of the keywords can be recognized by apply a one-way function.
SECURITY MODEL:
The proposed system provides two schemes, the first one is to transforms the unique keyword to delegate the search function,
user tracking the set of keyword associated in specified in a trapdoor. The second scheme is deploying the hash chain
function frequently to the initial process. Since the user only process and able to traverse the hash chain function both front
and rear side, but the server able to traverse only forward process. In this system, the keyword is also coded in encoded
format.
ENCRYPTION PROCESS:
The method of encryption process of a cipher AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is the reverse order of Decryption
process. This method is strength of cryptographic technique. It follows the modular addition and subtraction method for
encrypt and decrypt process.
Sub Bytes - Byte Substitution
The 16 input bytes are substituted by noticing a constant table (S-box) given in design. Four rows and four columns is the
result of matrix method.
Shift rows
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Each of the four rows of the matrix is shifted to the left. Any entries that ‘go down’ are re-inserted on the right side of row

Shift is carried out as follows −
•

First row is not shifted.

•

Second row is shifted one (byte) position to the left.

•

Third row is shifted two positions to the left.

•

Fourth row is shifted three positions to the left.

•

The result is a new matrix consisting of the same 16 bytes but shifted with respect to each other.

Mix Columns
By using a special mathematical function each column is now transformed to four byte column wise. This function takes as
input the four bytes of one column and outputs four column and to form completely new bytes, also replaces the original
column which result is another new matrix consisting of 16 new bytes. It should be noticed that this step is not performed in
the last round.
Add round key
The 16 bytes of the matrix are now considered to be as 128 bits and are XOR to the 128 bits of the round key. If this is the
final round then the output is the cipher text. Otherwise, the resulting 128 bits are interpreted as 16 bytes and we mention
another similar round.
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DECRYPTION PROCESS
The method of decryption process of an AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) cipher text is similar to the reverse order of
encryption process, each round consists of the four processes conducted to perform reverse order −
•

Add round key

•

Mix columns

•

Shift rows

•

Byte substitution

Since sub-processes in each and every round are in invalidate manner the encryption and decryption algorithm needs to be
implemented independently, although they are related very closely.
STEMMING ALGORITHM:
A stemming algorithm is a method of linguistic normalization, in which the variant forms of a word are compact to a form an
original form,
E.g,
Before stem
User

enforcing

Users

enforced

Used

enforce

After stem
Use engineer
The stemming algorithm is used to detect and remove stop words by own. This algorithm is used to implement by matching
similar words and to improve effectiveness of IR (Information Retrieval) this method assist to perform reducing the index
size due to the elimination to bring an end words.
SECURE HASH FUNCTION:
The SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm) is one of the cryptographic hash functions. A cryptographic hash is similar to signature
for a text or a data file. SHA-256 algorithm generates an almost-unique, fixed size 256-bit (32-byte) has, it cannot be
decrypted back since hash is one way function.
III. CONCLUSION:
In this document, we suggest the data owner to manage the search of encrypted data outsourced with respect to an access
control policy, while the certified data users sends out the search operations to the cloud system and strength the cloud
system to truly execute the data search. CP-ABE method that gives key-issuing outsourcing, decryption technique and search
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function using keyword. Our method is capable because we download only the partial cipher text decryption with respect to a
keyword. In our method, pairing operation is time-consuming which is outsourced to cloud involves only the small
operations done by users. Furthermore, the projected system supports the keywords search which can improve the efficiency
of communication and ensures the security and privacy. Further aiming is to search the data efficient manner and associate
dynamic data and updating technology.
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